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We support our clients from public authorities to private industry to 
engage with hydrogen and fuel cells across the entire value chain

Hydrogen and fuel cell expertise at Roland Berger

… for 
private businesses and 

public authorities

> Governments and public 
authorities/agencies/ 
associations

> Private industry, e.g. 
energy companies, OEMs, 
component suppliers etc.

We work
across different sectors 

and industries…

> Transport and mobility
> Power generation
> Building heat and power
> Industrial energy
> Industrial feedstock supply

… along 
the entire hydrogen

value chain

> Policy and sector support
> R&D
> Manufacturing
> H2 production, P2G
> Storage and distribution
> Project preparation and 

deployment
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We have worked with many different players and established a large 
international network in the fuel cells and hydrogen sector

Our network (selection)

Public sectorPrivate industry

Transport- and stationary OEMs

Energy value and supply chain companies
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Hydrogen for rail applications is becoming more and more visible 
publicly – Frist FCH regional train demonstrated in Germany

Source: Alstom; Roland Berger

Recent developments …

Benefits of FCH rail applications
> Zero emission
> Route flexibility
> Reduced noise
> Higher range compared to battery solutions
> Avoidance of electrification cost

"Germany launches world's 
first hydrogen-powered train"
The Guardian, 
17 September 2018

"French train giant 
Alstom set to make 
UK's first hydrogen 
fleet at British site"
The Telegraph, 
14 May 2018

"Hydrogen fuel cell trains 
herald new steam age"
The Times, 13 May 2018

Alstoms 
presents 
first FCH train

2016

2021
14 FCH train 
and 1 station 
operation

First FCH train in 
operation

2018Develop-
ment

> FCH train "Coradia iLint" development by Alstom (with support 
from German government)

> Northern German regional rail operator LNVG commissioned 
Alstom for 14 FCH trains incl. a 30 year maintenance contract

> Hydrogen is provided by a refuelling station built and operated 
by Linde (30 year contract)

> State government of Lower-Saxony is supporting the project

Project  example: 

FCH trains in North-West Germany
News

Cuxhaven

Bremerhaven

Bremervörde Buxtehude
Hamburg

LNVG contracts 
Alstom for 14 FCH 
trains

2017
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FCH technology can become a viable alternative to replace diesel 
engines – First products for passenger service enter market

Source: Alstom, ÖBB, Roland Berger

Shift2Rail and FCH JU study focus applications

Multiple 
units

> We are currently conducting a 
study for Shift2Rail and FCH 
2 JU to analyse the potential 
of fuel cell and hydrogen 
technology for rail transport

> State-of-the-art review, TCO 
assessment, market potential 
analysis and location-specific 
case studies form basis to 
identify remaining technical 
and non-technical barriers as 
basis for future R&I needs

> First insights suggest 
attractive use cases and 
good market potential

Passenger operation in regional transport 

First FCH trains in operations since September

up to 1,000 km1)

up to 140 km/h

30 years

1) Depending e.g. on # cargo/passengers, stops and topography Application Maturity of technology Range Speed Lifetime

Shunters Shunting and short distance operation

?

200-1,000 km1)

up to 50 km/h

35 years

Mainline
Loco-
motives

Med. + long distance freight + passenger service

?

500-1,100 km1)

up to 160 km/h

30 years

Market entry
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> 74.7%  (2,065 km) of the 2,776 km of rail 
track in Scotland is not electrified

> Electrification project ongoing but 
no FCH trains testing planned (yet?)

With Scotland's extensive FCH experience, it is well positioned to 
deploy FCH trains to decarbonize the rail system

Source: Transport Scotland, Roland Berger

Scotland's rail and hydrogen activities

> Scotland is a pioneer in deploying 
hydrogen solutions 

> It is one of the few regions with 
large scale deployment of 
hydrogen fuel cell buses, fleet and 
passenger cars, hydrogen refuelling 
infrastructure 

> Aberdeen was one of the first cities to 
deploy a large fleet of FCH buses

> Innovative and exploratory 
projects drive the development further

Scotland's 
hydrogen 
expertise

Scotland's 
rail system

FCH trains 
could be a complement 
to both, Scotland's 

hydrogen strategy 
and the 

modernization 
and decarbon-
ization
of the railway

H2
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Scotland's renewable energy potential is the perfect foundation for 
an energy system change – Shift requires flexible energy carrier H2

Hydrogen as flexible energy carrier

> Renewable energy generation is rapidly 
expanding in Scotland (e.g. offshore 
wind). Further potential exists

> Renewable power is best used directly when 
generated but inherent demand-supply 
mismatch requires flexible options

>Hydrogen as an energy carrier can
complement electricity and enables 
decarbonisation of all transport 
segments, industrial use and heating

> Hydrogen consumers with large, 
regular demand like FCH trains, 
buses and trucks are best suited to build-
up first H2 generation, distribution and filling hubs

Operational Under construction Under development

Source: 4COffshore; Roland Berger

Scottish Renewables as basis for hydrogen generation

Total: ~8,115

Example: Scottish Offshore 
Production Capacity [MW]

Operational: ~125

Construction: ~640

Development: ~7,350
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Scotland should consider the deployment of FCH trains as attractive 
way to integrate renewables and synergize with existing initiatives

Collaboration of stakeholders required

> Consider integrating FCH trains in Scotland's public transport strategy
> Support development and deployment of FCH trains

Government

> Investigate opportunities for the deployment of FCH trains 
(e.g. most suitable lines, multi-modal refuelling terminals)

> Consider retro-fitting existing platforms with FCH technology 
(long train lifetime)

Rail operator

> Assess large-scale hydrogen refuelling stations as alternative to 
transmission grid expansion for renewables

> Consider possibilities to combine FCH train refuelling (baseload) 
with other modes of transport (multi-modal transport, flexible load)

Energy and 
fuel provider

> Adapt existing FCH train technology to local requirement
> Market available commercial products actively

Industry/ 
technology 
developers

> Raise awareness of technology and include FCH train in the overall 
FCH and rail strategy

Associations 
and Opinion 
Makers
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Happy to discuss further opportunities in the fuel cell and hydrogen 
industry

Roland Berger Hydrogen expert team

Munich

Thomas Zorn

Senior Consultant

Dusseldorf

Partner

+49 160 744 6334 
yvonne.ruf@rolandberger.com

Yvonne Ruf

+49 160 744 8668
thomas.zorn@rolandberger.com




